




HISTORY
Gnodi Group is a dream come true, the evolution of a 

small family business founded in 1995, the ambition of an 

entrepreneur that was able to achieve his goals.

The group consists of several companies which diversify 

and customize project solutions according to customers’ 

needs, both for National and International markets.

The Group’s premises are in Somma Lombardo (5 minutes 

from Milan Malpensa International Airport), covering an

area of approximately 7,000 m2 with low environmental

impact thanks to over 400 solar panels on the building’s

roof, able to produce the energy requirements to run the 

whole plant.





The Group has always focused 

on ensuring it provides expertise, 

experience, skills and technical 

capabilities, applying a forward-looking 

corporate policy which is consistently 

implemented through the provision of 

services to customers.

Products offered have evolved over 

the years: the Group firmly believes that 

transformation and innovation over the 

time is important in order to adapt to a 

constantly changing market.

VALUES



“ Product diversification
            is the advantage of the Group”
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GROUP COMPANIES

Wide-ranging management
of systems and production facilities

plant: design, implementation,
maintenance

and supply of equipment

Mobile and Modular structures designed to provide
a professional environment for catering, healthcare
services, as well as other types of facilities and use.

Frozen meals.

Since 1949
it has represented excellence in

flywheel slicing machines.
“Made in Italy” tradition and style
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      “ a partnership with Ferrari Driver Academy 
                                                                                                              ”



INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
The success of a big company is 

determined above all by its internal 

organization.

A well-coordinated team work, 

cooperation between the various offices, 

fluent dynamics of communication and 

synergies between the professional 

profiles who lead the various projects are 

the strengths that confirm Gnodi Group 

as the ideal referent, fast and flexible for 

anyone who needs a comprehensive 

and reliable support.



“ the importance of
 team, operators, technicians and customers training”



ITALIAN MARKET
Gnodi Group works directly with the main players 

and leaders in the relevant Italian markets.

Its technical department is available to design 

project solutions under customer specification. It has 

skilled and specialist technical engineering teams 

and a fleet of vehicles equipped for all types of 

tasks, installation and servicing.

It offers to its customers dedicated trainings, 

organizing specific courses in appropriate facilities 

area at the headquarter company.



“ Qualified distributors and partners
 are the key to overcome the challenges in international markets”



Gnodi Group works in the international 

market through a network of qualified 

distributors and partners, carefully 

selected and trained by the Group 

headquarter.

It operates worldwide, giving to the local 

partners the right support and knowhow 

in order to follow customer projects, 

delivering always the right solution to 

achieve final client satisfaction.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS



“ focus on the Group
 detail on the three business sectors”

OBILESYSTE



GNODI SERVICE
Known historically for carrying out maintenance in 

the Italian industrial catering sector, Gnodi Service 

nowadays has extensive skills and experience in 

the design, supply, installation and servicing of 

equipment in this sector. Furthermore, it can fully 

manage systems and technologies for any kind of 

plant environment.



Gnodi Service designs and manufactures facilities 

for the collective catering industry. 

The most important brands, the best prices and a 

highly competent consultancy service are available 

to the client for any kind of need. 

Our expertise in this sector, consolidated through 

years of handson experience, means that the 

commercial team of Gnodi Service is capable 

of offering tailor-made solutions, based on the 

best choices available, suitable to all specific 

requirements.

GNODI SERVICE  :: EQUIPMENT FOR CATERING



LUXURY KITCHENS

LUXURY KITCHEN
supply and installation



COOKING CENTERS

COOKING CENTERS
supply, installation and maintenance



Therefore the efficiency of a kitchen is essential. 

Gnodi Service plans and ensures a programmed 

and extraordinary maintenance service on call, 

that translates into tangible savings and benefit for 

the customer, since it guarantees checks on the 

equipment, replacement of worn parts and service 

continuity. 

The emergency service offers quick repairing 

activities on equipment and systems.  The structure 

and the corporate organisation with specialised 

and dedicated teams, ensure the arrival of staff 

on-site within 12/24 hours. 

Gnodi technicians boast an equipped mobile 

workshop for first response. Each vehicle features 

standard equipment for first response with essential 

spare parts to avoid downtimes. This way, our 

operators always boast suitable spare parts for the 

equipment located at the customer’s premises.

GNODI SERVICE  :: MAINTENANCE



Gnodi Regeneration Process offers to its clients a 

high quality winning solution for the regeneration 

of equipment for cooking, refrigeration, dynamic 

preparation and washing. 

The operation, the cost of which is worth only one

third of the full price of the regenerated item, 

includes the accurate and complete regeneration 

of plants and it comes with a 12-month guarantee, 

thanks also to the utilisation of original exchange 

parts, CE approved, from the main brands. The 

equipment of a professional kitchen is a strategic 

element of fundamental importance. Its substitution 

means costly investments, not always necessary 

thanks to innovative regeneration techniques from 

Gnodi Service.

GNODI SERVICE  :: RIGENERATION PROCESS



Gnodi Service grew during the years and 

obtained certifications and qualifications such as 

SOA in OG11, OS3, OS28, OS30 categories and 

the authorisation pursuant to Ministerial Decree 

37/2008 for installation, transformation, expansion 

and maintenance of:

• technological systems

• electrical systems

• hydro-sanitary systems

• heat and air conditioning systems 

• kitchens and laundries 

Today, Gnodi Service collaborates with the 

customer in the realisation of a “turn-key” package. 

The great advantage consists in having a single 

fixed cost for the entire term of the agreement and 

a single contact person. Guarantee of continuity 

of the maintenance service and agreed quality 

standards, response times, flexibility and leaner 

communication procedures. 

GNODI SERVICE  :: FULL SERVICE



“TURN-KEY” PACKAGE

COOKING CENTER
plant construction, supply and installation of equipment, maintenance

IMPIANTI

ATTREZZATURE

IMPIANTI REFRIGERAZIONE

ATTREZZATURE STABILE



“TURN-KEY” PACKAGE

CANTEEN
dismantling, design, equipment supply, installation and maintenance

BEFORE

BEFORE

LATER LATER

LATER LATER



“TURN-KEY” PACKAGE

CAFE
dismantling, design and restoration, equipment supply, installation and maintenance

BEFORE

BEFORE

DURING LATER

DURING LATER



TECHNICAL PLANTS

THERMAL POWER PLANT
dismantling and recovery

BEFORE

BEFORE

DURING LATER

DURING LATER



MOBILE SYSTEM
Mobile System designs and manufactures modular

and mobile solutions for several application in Italy

and worldwide.

Whether they are mobile structures on wheels or in 

modules, the facilities are fully self-contained with 

great versatility: designed and created to meet the 

precise needs of the customer based on specific 

requirements in different situations and use.
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Kitchen Trailer as modular structure can be 

considered as plug and play solution that is installed 

fast, it just requires a base and connections to be 

immediately operative.

The modular units can be assembled to each other 

to obtain the suitable space for customer needs.

The internal set-up can be designed based on the 

client’s specifications and always paying attention 

to the working staff who will be able to benefit of 

suitable and high quality work environments.

The installation of the modules, as well as systems 

and equipment is made by a qualified team highly 

specialized.

All professional equipment used for the set-up are 

of high quality and are tested and delivered to the 

client with the relative certifications.

MOBILE SYSTEM :: KITCHEN TRAILER :: MODULAR



MODULAR CAFE

MODULAR CAFE
design, construction, supply of equipment and installation

BEACH SIDE

BEACH SIDE

GABBANI O’SCIÀ CLUB

O’SCIÀ CLUBGABBANI



MODULAR CANTEENS

MODULAR CANTEEN
design, construction, supply of equipment and installation



Kitchen Trailer on wheels provides a quick and 
temporary service. It is a vehicle not subject to 
road transit restrictions for heavy vehicles and is not 
considered oversize transport.
Gives suitable environment, since it can be designed 
as expandable, through systems of automated 
sides, once parked.
The trailer can be conveniently handled and is 
immediately operational thanks to a generator 
and tanks that make it completely autonomous.
A professional kitchen on wheels is the ideal solution 
to carry anywhere with you when service is needed.
Road Show, Sports events, Tasting and general 
Catering are the typical situations in which the 
trailer solution is used.

MOBILE SYSTEM :: KITCHEN TRAILER :: ON WHEELS



SELF SERVICE ON WHEELS

TRAILER - SELF SERVICE
design, manufacture, construction and rental for F1 GP Monza



KITCHEN ON WHEELS

MOBILE KITCHEN 
design, manufacture, construction 



IFC produces frozen meals with meticulous attention 
to all stages of cooking process. All dishes are cooked 
in our production lines following the flavor and 
traditions of our national and international customers. 
Our frozen products can be customized choosing 
from a classic mediterranean menu to a more 
targeted meal that guarantees the local tradition 
of the country where it will be delivered. Packaging, 
maintenance and handling take place respecting 
the “cold chain”. Only in this way we can ensure the 
perfect preservation of frozen food. IFC guarantees 
temperatures always maintained below -18° C since 
the meal is produced, and for all the distribution 
phases including the final transport and delivery 
to the customer. Thanks to Mobile System modular 
solutions, IFC offers to customers a complete service 
that can include modular structures dedicated to 
storage, heating up, distribution and consumption 
of the frozen meals.

MOBILE SYSTEM :: KITCHEN TRAILER :: IFC



MODULAR COOKING & HEATING CENTERS

MODULAR COOKING/HEATING CENTER - ANGOLA
plant construction, supply and installation of equipment, delivery of frozen meals



Mobile Medical System is able to offer turn-key 

solutions from a complete modular hospital to single 

department and complementary units for local 

existing structures, including additional services such 

as kitchen, canteen, pharmacy, offices and drug 

dispensers.

Mobile Medical System modules are spaces to fill, 

therefore they consist of rooms suitable to host any 

type of application concerning health care and not 

only...

The spaces are large, colorful and bright that once 

you’re through the entrance door it’s easy to forget 

that you’re in a modular structure.

MOBILE SYSTEM :: MEDICAL SYSTEM :: MODULAR



MODULAR DIALYSIS

MODULAR DIALYSIS
design, supply of equipment and installation



Mobile Medical System on wheels is entirely produced 

by Mobile System (part of Gnodi Group) who takes 

care of project design and manufacturing.

In the great production plant, specialized teams 

create custom-trailers starting from the bare 

chassis.

A medical system on wheels is the ideal solution to 

carry anywhere with you when service is needed.

UTILITY

Quick operational deployment• 

Installation where is needed, allowing acces to • 

the service also in “limited” areas or “temporary” 

locations

Project design and technological equipment • 

consisting of all the tools required to render high 

quality services

MOBILE SYSTEM :: MEDICAL SYSTEM :: ON WHEELS



MOBILE CLINICS

EMERGENCY
design, manufacture and supply of equipment

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

UNDER CONSTRUCTION



MOBILE CLINICS IN THE WORLD

MOBILE CLINICS MotoGP - Dr Costa
maintenance and design



MOBILE HOSPITAL ROOM

MOBILE HOSPITAL ROOM
maintenance and design
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Mobile System designs, manufactures and equips 

mobile structures in modules and/or on wheels.

• Containerized units for electric power production

• Electrical cabins substations

• Prefabricated modules in container for logistics 

services and technology

• Shelters

• Accommodation and services modules

• Special equipment for tailored vehicles

MOBILE SYSTEM :: SPECIAL UNITS
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SPECIAL UNIT - FIRE DEPARTMENT 
design and construction

SPECIAL UNITS
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MILITARY APPLICATIONS

KITCHEN ON SHELTER
design, manufacture and supply of equipment
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TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

ICE MAKER
design and construction
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Mobile System is able to design, maintain, modify 

and renew any vehicle or semi-trailer. 

Mobile System will provide a prompt response for any 

type of work, with regards to motorhomes, trailers 

for race tracks, vehicles for TV or events that require 

restoring interventions or structural changes.

MOBILE SYSTEM :: MANUFACTURING AND MAINTENANCE



MOTORHOMES

MOTORHOME
maintenance and design
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HOSPITALITY

TRAILER HOSPITALITY PIRELLI
restyling
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BEFORE

BEFORE

DURING LATER

DURING LATER



RACING

TRAILERS
design, construction and maintenance
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COLUMBIA
Columbia is a professional slicing machine 

combining design, mechanics, precision and 

quality slicing: these are all characteristics of its 

world renowned craftsmanship and “Made in Italy” 

quality.

It is recognized by the market as high quality 

professional slicing machine and is positioned at 

the top-end of its segment, representing the world 

elite of flywheel slicing machines.



Being an handmade product every single Columbia 

is a unique piece and can be customized as much 

as you want

Columbia’s design studio is available to work with 

customer the best solution to graphically distinguish 

its slicer machine..

...a dream that come true.

CUSTOMIZATION



...Gnodi Group, twenty years of ...

...simply Italian quality worldwide...







Via dell’industria, 2 | 21019 | Somma Lombardo (Varese)| ITALY

Tel. +39 0331969260 | Fax +39 0331969148 | mkt@gnodiservice.it

www.gnodiservice.it | www.mobile-system.it | www.columbia-affettatrici.it


